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Context: Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compromises that can yield short-term benefit

but may hurt the long-term health of a software system.

Objective: This work aims at collecting studies on TD and TD management (TDM), and making a classification

and thematic analysis on these studies, to obtain a comprehensive understanding on the TD concept and an

overview on the current state of research on TDM.

Method: A systematic mapping study was performed to identify and analyze research on TD and its manage-

ment, covering publications between 1992 and 2013.

Results: Ninety-four studies were finally selected. TD was classified into 10 types, 8 TDM activities were

identified, and 29 tools for TDM were collected.

Conclusions: The term “debt” has been used in different ways by different people, which leads to ambiguous

interpretation of the term. Code-related TD and its management have gained the most attention. There is a

need for more empirical studies with high-quality evidence on the whole TDM process and on the application

of specific TDM approaches in industrial settings. Moreover, dedicated TDM tools are needed for managing

various types of TD in the whole TDM process.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compro-

ises that can yield short-term benefit but may hurt the long-term

ealth of a software system. This metaphor was initially concerned

ith software implementation (i.e., at code level), but it has been

radually extended to software architecture, detailed design, and

ven documentation, requirements, and testing (Brown et al., 2010).

lthough the technical debt metaphor was proposed two decades

go, it has only received significant attention from researchers in the

ast few years.

TD can do both good and harm to a software project. TD that is

ntentionally incurred (to achieve some short-term benefit) can be

ruitful (Allman, 2012) if the cost of the TD is kept visible and under

ontrol. In some cases, the development team may choose to take

ome TD in order to obtain business value. For instance, incurring

D can speed up the development of new features, thus helping the

ompany move ahead of competition. On the other hand, TD can

lso be incurred unintentionally, meaning that the project manager

nd development team are not aware of the existence, location, and

onsequences of the TD. If left invisible and unresolved, TD can be
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ccumulated incrementally, which in turn results in challenges for

aintenance and evolution tasks.

Both intentional and unintentional TD (McConnell, 2008) should

e managed in order to keep the accumulated TD under control (Lim

t al., 2012). TD management (TDM) includes activities that pre-

ent potential TD (both intentional and unintentional) from being

ncurred, as well as those activities that deal with the accumulated

D to make it visible and controllable, and to keep a balance between

ost and value of the software project.

In order to systematically manage TD, it is necessary to have a clear

nd thorough understanding on the state of the art of TDM. Different

ethods and tools have been used, proposed, and developed for TDM,

ut it is not clear how these methods and tools map to TDM activities.

urthermore, although TD has gained significant attention over the

ast years, the researchers and practitioners in the TD community

erceive the concept of TD in different ways, while ambiguities exist

round the inevitable hype of TD. For example it is still unclear what

an be classified as TD and what cannot in software development, the

ompromise of which system quality attributes is considered as TD,

nd what are the limits of the TD metaphor. Answering these basic

uestions on the TD concept would help researchers to advance the

tate of the art and practitioners to appraise and select techniques for

DM in their application context.

In this paper, we report the results of a systematic mapping

tudy broadly examining the concept of TD and its management. A

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.12.027
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jss.2014.12.027&domain=pdf
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systematic mapping study is a form of secondary study aiming to get

a comprehensive overview on a certain research topic, to identify re-

search gaps, and to collect evidence in order to direct future research

(Kitchenham and Charters, 2007, Engström and Runeson, 2011). It

allows all available studies in a domain to be analyzed at a high level

thereby answering broad research questions regarding the current

state of the research on a topic (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). An-

other form of secondary study is a systematic literature review (SLR),

which aims at identifying, evaluating, and interpreting all available

studies to answer particular research questions, and requires more

in-depth analysis (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). We selected to

conduct a mapping study instead of a SLR because the involved do-

main of TD is quite broad and we want to include all research literature

(excluding gray literature) in the domain and classify it. Our focus is

thus not on analyzing particular aspects of the involved domain, but

on answering broad questions about the overall domain. This map-

ping study on TD and its management has the following objectives:

(1) To get a comprehensive understanding of the concept of “tech-

nical debt” in software development based on existing research

work on TD;

(2) To get an overview of the current state of the research on TDM,

including TDM activities, approaches, and tools;

(3) To identify promising directions for future research on TD and

its management.

Despite the significant attention to the field of TD, our systematic

mapping study indicates that there are no other secondary studies

that comprehensively investigate the concept of TD and its manage-

ment. One other significant work in this area, by Tom et al., reports on

a study for understanding the dimensions of TD, the reasons for in-

curring TD, and the benefits and drawbacks of allowing TD to accrue

(Tom et al., 2013). It involves a multivocal literature review (MLR)

and is supplemented by interviews with software practitioners and

academics to establish the boundaries of the TD phenomenon (Tom

et al., 2013). The MLR is based on their previous SLR on TD (Tom et al.,

2012), in the sense that the results of that SLR are combined into the

MLR. Our mapping study and Tom et al.’s work are complementary to

each other, in the following three aspects:

• Objectives. Our mapping study mainly aims to get (1) a compre-

hensive understanding on the concept of TD; (2) an overview of

the current state of the research on TDM; (3) promising future

research directions. In contrast, the work of Tom et al. (2013) fo-

cuses on the dimensions and causes of TD, and the benefits and

drawbacks of allowing TD. The first objective of our study has a

partial overlap with the study of Tom et al. (2013): the types of

TD in our study are similar to the dimensions of TD in Tom et

al.’s work. However, we collected more types of TD than the di-

mensions of TD in Tom et al.’s work, and we further classified the

TD types into sub-types of TD. We also investigated several other

aspects of TD that were not studied in Tom et al.’s work, including

the studied and under-studied TD (sub-)types, TD-related notions,

the compromised quality attributes when TD is incurred, and the

limits of the TD metaphor. In contrast, Tom et al. looked into the

reasons for TD, and the benefits and drawbacks of incurring TD,

which were not investigated in our work. Thus, our mapping study

and the work of Tom et al. are complementary to each other for

the purpose of covering the whole research field of TD.
• Methodology. Both are secondary studies on the topic of TD. Our

work applied a systematic mapping study method, while the work

of Tom et al. used a SLR and MLR. The differences between the

systematic mapping study and SLR methods are the type of re-

search questions asked and analysis conducted on the literature

review (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). As aforementioned, a

systematic mapping study provides demographics and classifica-

tions to answer broad research questions about a particular topic,
while a SLR provides in-depth analysis to answer more specific

research questions of the topic investigated (Kitchenham and

Charters, 2007).
• Primary studies. First, our mapping study examined the research

work published from 1992 to 2013, while the work of Tom et al.

(2013) systematically checked the publications before 2011 (they

conducted the SLR in 2011). Second, our mapping study only

includes peer-reviewed publications as primary studies, while

Tom et al. (2013) includes both peer-reviewed publications and

web blogs and articles. Third, our mapping study selected 94

peer-reviewed primary studies, compared with 19 peer-reviewed

primary studies in Tom et al. (2013); this can be partly explained

by the large number of studies on TD published in the last

two years as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the study of Tom

et al. also included around 35 web blogs and articles. In the work

of Tom et al., they described that they also reviewed the papers

published in the Managing Technical Debt (MTD) workshops

in 2010–2012, and in the IEEE Software special issue on TD

(November/December 2012), but they included these papers as

additional sources instead of primary studies. Thus, the set of the

primary studies in our mapping study is significantly different

from that of Tom et al.’s.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-

cribes the research questions of this systematic mapping study. The

rocedure of this mapping study is detailed in Section 3. Section 4

resents the synthesis results of the extracted data from the selected

tudies and answers the research questions. Section 5 discusses the

apping study results and their implications to researchers and prac-

itioners. Section 6 discusses the threats to validity of this mapping

tudy, and Section 7 presents the conclusions drawn in this mapping

tudy.

. Research questions

The goal of this study, described using the Goal-Question-Metric

pproach (Basili, 1992), is: to analyze primary studies on TD for the

urpose of getting a comprehensive understanding with respect to the

D concept and TDM, from the point of view of researchers and practi-

ioners in the context of software development.

To achieve the objectives presented in Section 1, this mapping

tudy will answer the following research questions (RQs) classified

nto two categories below. The answers to these two categories of

Qs can be linked to the objectives of this mapping study: a compre-

ensive understanding of the concept of TD (Category 1 of RQs), an

verview of the current research on TDM (Category 2 of RQs), and

romising future research directions on TD and TDM (Categories 1

nd 2 of RQs).

(1) RQs on the TD concept

The RQs in this category concern the overall concept of TD. The

answers to these RQs can provide us with a comprehensive

understanding on TD.

RQ1: What are the types of TD and what is not considered as TD?

Rationale: A TD type refers to a specific category of TD (e.g.,

architectural, design, code) or a sub-category based on the

cause of TD (e.g., architectural TD can be caused by architecture

smells). TD can also be classified in other ways, such as strate-

gic and non-strategic TD, or the TD quadrant (Fowler, 2009).

However, in this mapping study we focus on the classification

of TD according to the phases of the software development life-

cycle, as this can help stakeholders in different roles (e.g., re-

quirements engineer, architect, test engineer) become aware of

what TD may be incurred during the development phases that

they are involved. By answering this RQ, we can list the types

of TD and potentially shed light on some conflicting viewpoints

on these types. In addition, not all things that are detrimental
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Fig. 1. The procedure of this mapping study.
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to a software system are TD. We use the term non-TD to de-

note such aspects that are detrimental to a software system but

are not considered as TD. We can also get a clearer boundary

between TD and non-TD.

RQ2: What TD types are researchers and practitioners mostly

working on and what types are under-studied?

Rationale: Not all types of TD have received equal attention

from the TD community. For instance, the TD types that can

be detected by existing tools may have received more at-

tention. By answering this RQ, we can get information about

which types of TD (types are derived from answering RQ1) are

most interesting for researchers and practitioners, and what TD

types are left under-studied. The latter may point out research

gaps and thus lead to future research directions.

RQ3: What notions are used for describing and explaining TD?

Rationale: A notion here refers to any term that has direct

relationship with TD and is used to describe or explain the

concept of TD. Such a notion should make sense for TD in

general, and not only for a specific type of TD (e.g., require-

ments TD). Examples of such notions are principal and interest.

The extracted notions do not overlap with the extracted TD

types in RQ1. They are two different concerns in this map-

ping study. The former emphasizes the categorization of TD

instances while the latter focuses on the explanation and de-

scription of the TD phenomenon as a whole. By answering

this RQ, we can obtain the vocabulary directly related to TD

and notions that tend to be accepted in the community of

TD.

RQ4: Which quality attributes are compromised when TD is in-

curred?

Rationale: TD makes compromises on system quality at-

tributes, such as maintainability. The answer to this RQ will

provide us with a list of quality attributes that are compro-

mised when TD is incurred. This list of quality attributes and

the frequencies that those quality attributes are mentioned

in the selected studies, can to some extent reflect the under-

standing of researchers and practitioners on the scope of TD,

i.e., which quality attributes are considered relevant to TD and

which ones not.

RQ5: What are the limits of the TD metaphor?

Rationale: The TD metaphor may not be a perfect metaphor.

We want to know what limits the metaphor has, e.g., Rooney

argues that the TD metaphor is not perfectly applicable for

development approaches like Scrum) in which code is con-

tinuously improved and therefore TD is continuously repaid

(Rooney, 2010). This information can help us deepen the un-

derstanding of this metaphor, and inspire us to refine further

the TD metaphor and its management extending the original

concept from the financial domain.

(2) RQs on TDM

The RQs in this category focus on the research on TDM. The an-

swers to these RQs will provide an overview on TDM activities,

approaches, and tools, as well as challenges in TDM research

and application.

RQ6: What are the different activities of TDM?

Rationale: By answering this RQ, we can understand what ac-

tivities are performed in TDM and what activities are mostly

discussed or used to manage TD (e.g., TD identification and

measurement) in software development.

RQ7: What approaches are used in each TDM activity?

Rationale: By answering this RQ, we can get an overview of

the approaches that have been proposed, developed, and em-

ployed for different TDM activities. This answer can inform

practitioners what approaches they can use in specific TDM

activities, and also help researchers to identify the research

gaps in approaches for various TDM activities.
RQ8: What tools are used in TDM and what TDM activities are

supported by these tools?

Rationale: Appropriate tools can facilitate the management

of TD. The answer of this RQ can help practitioners in select-

ing available tools for different TDM activities, and also help

researchers to adapt or develop new tools for TDM.

RQ9: What challenges for TDM have been identified?

Rationale: The answer to this RQ will provide a list of chal-

lenges identified by the TD researchers. Subsequently this can

lead us to focus future research and to identify issues in the

application of TDM techniques in practice.

. Mapping study execution

The procedure of this mapping study follows the guidelines for

erforming secondary studies (including SLR and systematic map-

ing study) proposed by Kitchenham and Charters (2007). Although

here are dedicated guidelines for performing mapping studies (i.e.,

etersen et al., 2008), we did not use them in this study since some

Qs cannot be answered only by mappings (see details about data

ynthesis in Section 3.7). Similar to Li et al. (2013), we do not use

tudy quality assessment results to filter primary studies. The execu-

ion procedure of this mapping study is shown in Fig. 1. The details of

he steps in the procedure are presented in the following subsections.
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Table 1

Electronic databases searched.

# Database Selected

DB1 IEEEXplore Yes

DB2 ACM Digital Library Yes

DB3 Science Direct Yes

DB4 ISI Web of Science Yes

DB5 SpringerLink Yes

DB6 Scopus Yes

DB7 Inspec Yes

DB8 CiteSeer No (after trial search)

DB9 Wiley InterScience No (after trial search)

Table 2

Use of selection criteria in study selection.

Selection round Criteria used

1st Round: selection by metadata I1, I3

2nd Round: selection by abstract I1, I2, E1

3rd Round: selection by full text I1, I2, E1
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3.1. Study search

We used an automatic search method to retrieve the relevant stud-

ies for this mapping study in the searching phase. We retrieved studies

in a number of selected electronic databases, with the search terms

described in Section 3.1.2, through the search engines provided by

the databases. Manual search method on target venues (e.g., journals

and conferences) was not used in this mapping study, since there are

no specific venues for this study topic, except for the MTD workshops.

But all the papers published in the MTD workshops can be retrieved

in IEEEXplore database, which is one of the databases included in the

automatic search. We present the details of the automatic search in

the following subsections.

3.1.1. Search scope

The search scope is important to a mapping study since it influ-

ences the needed effort for the study search and the completeness

of primary studies that are potentially relevant to the research topic.

The search scope of this mapping study includes the time period and

electronic databases.

3.1.1.1. Time period. We chose the year 1992 as the start of the search

period for this mapping study since the TD metaphor was coined that

year (Cunningham, 1992). The end of the search period is December

2013 when we started this mapping study.

3.1.1.2. Electronic databases. Study searches were performed in nine

main electronic databases, as suggested in Chen et al. (2010), which

are listed in Table 1. Although EI Compendex is considered as an im-

portant source (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007, Chen et al., 2010), we

did not include this database for the following reasons: (1) EI Com-

pendex is inaccessible in our universities; (2) most publication venues

indexed in EI Compendex are also indexed in other selected electronic

databases; and (3) the “snowballing” and extension in Google Scholar,

which are introduced later in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, largely include the

missed relevant studies which were only indexed in EI Compendex

(if any).

3.1.2. Search strategy

The search strategy of the mapping study affects the completeness

of the retrieved studies and the effort that we need to spend, thus,

it should be carefully designed. The search strategy is detailed as

follows:

(1) Trial searches were performed in each database in Table 1

with the intention of checking the number of returned pa-

pers from each database. The objective of the trial searches

is to check whether it makes sense to spend effort in all the

databases. We used “technical debt” as the search string in the

abstract to search studies in the electronic databases. Multi-

ple peer-reviewed publications on TD were found in DB1–DB7,

while only one paper (a technical report, which is not peer-

reviewed and should be excluded, see inclusion criterion I3 in
Section 3.2.1) was returned in DB8 and no TD related study

was found in the returned results of DB9. Therefore, we did not

include DB8 and DB9 as study sources for automatic searches,

as noted in Table 1.

(2) The search string was adjusted to the single term “debt” for

formal automatic searches, because some papers related to TD

do not use the term “technical debt” explicitly but use the

name of a specific form of technical debt, such as, design debt,

code smells debt. This helps to maximize the number of the re-

turned relevant papers, as it places as few restrictions as possi-

ble on the search string. Note that, the automatic searches using

database search engines should be limited in the area of com-

puter science or software engineering, depending on whether

domain search option is provided by the search engines of the

databases.

(3) Formal automatic searches with the search string “debt” were

performed in DB1–DB7.

.2. Study selection

To ensure that the study selection results are objective, we defined

election criteria (Section 3.2.1) that were employed in the study

election process (Section 3.2.2).

.2.1. Selection criteria

The following criteria were used as inclusion criteria:

1: The paper is related to software development. Papers on financial

debt should not be included.

2: The paper should focus on some specific types of TD or TD as a

whole. If a paper just mentions the concept of TD, without in-

depth investigation or detailed explanation in the context of that

paper on specific types of TD, TD occurring in actual cases, or the

concept of TD, then this paper should not be included.

3: The paper should be peer-reviewed, i.e., published in journals,

conference proceedings, workshop proceedings, or book chapters.

A publication that has not undergone a peer review is considered

informal and not included.

Exclusion criterion, for this mapping study is:

1: Any paper published in the form of abstract, tutorial, or talk is

excluded. Papers in the form of abstract, tutorial, or talk do not

provide enough details that are required in scientific papers to

illustrate the research question and its solution in depth.

The language of papers is not regarded as an exclusion criterion,

ince we had filtered out the non-English papers by adjusting the

ettings of the search engines of the selected databases during the

tudy search step.

.2.2. Selection process

The study selection includes the following steps:

(1) First round study selection. One researcher filtered papers

based on metadata including title, keywords, and venue name,

applying the inclusion criteria I1 and I3 as shown in Table 2. The

inclusion criteria I2 and E1 were not used in this round, since it

is impossible to know whether a paper focuses on certain type

of TD and the form of a paper (e.g., tutorial) according to the
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metadata only. A paper with any doubt about its relevance to

the study topic was included for the next round selection.

(2) Second round study selection. Two researchers independently

filtered papers by reading the abstracts of the papers left in

the first round selection and applying the criteria I1, I2, and

E1. The criterion I3 was inapplicable in this round since we can

identify whether a paper is peer-reviewed in the first round and

we do not need to do it again. Selection results were verified by

two researchers and any disagreements on the selection results

were discussed and addressed. If the disagreement could not

be resolved, the paper was included. If it was difficult to make

a decision on whether a paper should be included or not, the

paper was included.

(3) Third round study selection. Two researchers independently

filtered papers by reading the full text of the papers left in the

second round selection, applying the criteria I1 and E1 as shown

in Table 2. For the same reason stated in the previous bullet,

the criterion I3 was inapplicable in this round. Again, any dis-

agreements on selection results were discussed and consensus

on the final selection results was achieved.

.3. Snowballing

In order not to miss any potentially relevant studies, we applied

he “snowballing” technique to find more potentially relevant studies

y checking the references of each selected study (Budgen et al., 2008,

ohlin, 2014). Snowballing is an iterative process: the first iteration

ses as input the selected studies from the study selection phase and

hecks their referenced papers; in subsequent iterations, the refer-

nced papers of the newly selected studies of the last iteration are

hecked; this iterative process ends at an iteration during which no

tudy is newly selected. Each iteration follows the three study selec-

ion sub-steps, exactly like the study selection phase as described in

ection 3.2.2: based on metadata, on abstracts, and on full text. The

elected studies from the snowballing process were combined into

he final results of the study selection.

.4. Extension in Google Scholar

To ensure the set of selected studies are complete and we do not

iss relevant studies, we extended the study search in Google Scholar

GS). Specifically, we checked against the top 200 results of the search

ith the search string “technical debt” in Google Scholar. The reasons

e used the search string “technical debt” instead of “debt” as in the

ormal automatic searches are that (1) too many publications on other

ypes of debt (e.g., financial debt) were returned and (2) there was

o effective way to restrict publications to the software engineering

eld when using “debt” as the search string in Google Scholar. First

e selected the potentially relevant papers that are not in the set of

he selected studies through the previous steps (study selection and

nowballing), and then the papers also underwent filtering based on

etadata, abstract and full text (just like we did for study selection

nd snowballing).

We did not choose Google Scholar as one of the databases for study

earch for the following reasons: (1) most of the returned papers in

oogle Scholar are indexed in the selected databases; (2) we cannot

imit the search of “debt” within the software engineering field in

oogle Scholar, which causes the number of returned results to be

argely beyond what can be manually checked; and (3) the returned

apers in Google Scholar are sorted by Google’s PageRank technique,

hich may cause recently published relevant papers to rank very low.

.5. Quality assessment

All the finally selected studies underwent quality assessment

hrough a set of questions regarding the evidence level of the study
nd the quality of the data items to be extracted. The quality assess-

ent questions are described as follows:

Q1: How much evidence supports the claims related to TD in the

study? We adopted the evidence hierarchy proposed in (Alves

et al., 2010). More specifically, the evidence hierarchy is defined

as follows (from weakest to strongest):

Level 0: No evidence.

Level 1: Evidence obtained from demonstration or working out

toy examples.

Level 2: Evidence obtained from expert opinions or observa-

tions.

Level 3: Evidence obtained from academic studies, e.g., con-

trolled lab experiments.

Level 4: Evidence obtained from industrial studies, e.g., causal

case studies.

Level 5: Evidence obtained from industrial practice.

Q2: Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research?

Q3: Is there a clear statement of the definition of TD (defined by

the authors or adopted from other references)?

Q4: Is there a clear statement of which types of TD the paper focuses

on?

Q5: Are the limitations of the study discussed explicitly?

Question Q1 evaluates the evidence level of the study related to

he TD concept and its management approaches in the selected paper.

n particular, we make a distinction between “evidence obtained from

xpert opinions” and “evidence obtained from industrial practice”. If

paper only presents opinions of industrial experts or academic re-

earchers without supported empirical studies, we consider that the

aper provides evidence from expert opinions. The evidence from in-

ustrial practice indicates that the claims related to TD has already

een approved and adopted by some industrial organizations for daily

ngineering practice (Alves et al., 2010, Galster et al., 2014). Q2 and

5 were adopted from Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008) and Ali et al. (2010)

hile Q3 and Q4 are formulated according to our study topic and

Qs. We adopted and adjusted the grading rules for the quality as-

essment questions used by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). A three-point

cale is used to answer questions Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5, i.e., “yes”, “to

ome extend”, and “no”. Each quality assessment question was fur-

her quantified by assigning a numerical value to each answer (“yes”

1, “to some extend” = 0.5, and “no” = 0). For question Q1, a six-

oint scale is used to grade the six evidence levels (from weakest to

trongest evidence, the score of the evidence level of each selected

tudy can be 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1.0). Then, a quality assessment

core can be given to a study by summing up the scores to all the

uestions for the study.

.6. Data extraction

To answer RQs as presented in Section 2, we extracted the data

tems listed in Table 3 from each selected study. The extracted data

ere recorded on a spreadsheet.

Before data extraction, we discussed the definitions of the data

tems to be extracted to clarify the meanings of the data items to all

he authors. To make sure that all the authors have the same under-

tanding on the data items, before the formal data extraction, two

uthors did a pilot data extraction with five studies and all disagree-

ents were discussed and resolved. After the pilot data extraction,

ne author extracted data from part of the selected studies and an-

ther author performed the data extraction on the rest of the selected

tudies independently. Finally, the two authors checked all the ex-

racted data together to make sure that the data are valid and clear

or further analysis.
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Table 3

Data items extracted from each study.

# Data item name Description Relevant RQ

D1 Year The publication year of the study None

D2 Venue The name of the publication venue of the study None

D3 Publication type Journal, conference, workshop, or book chapter None

D4 Author type Industry, academia, or both None

D5 TD type The type of TD, e.g., Architectural or code TD RQ1

D6 Non-TD The concepts that are not regarded as TD, e.g., unimplemented features RQ1

D7 TD studied TD types that researchers and practitioners are mostly working on RQ2

D8 TD-related notions (notions relevant to

TD)

The notions (e.g., interest) that have direct relationships with TD, and are used or discussed in the

study. There should be clear definitions or descriptions about the notions, or the notions are

self-explanatory. The notions should make sense in general and not only used to describe or explain

a specific form of TD or a certain TDM approach. For a selected study, the extracted content of this

data item should not have overlaps with the data items TD type (D8) and TDM activity (D12)

RQ3

D9 Quality attributes compromised The quality attributes that are compromised by incurring TD RQ4

D10 Limit The limits of the TD metaphor when applied in the software engineering domain RQ5

D11 TDM activity The TDM activities that are discussed in the study, e.g., TD identification and measurement RQ6

D12 TDM approach, TD types it handles, and

its input artifacts

The TDM approach that conducts specific TDM activities, the TD types that the TDM approach deals

with, and the artifacts that the TDM approach takes as input. A TDM approach is not limited to be

used for one specific TDM activity, but might be used for multiple TDM activities

RQ7

D13 TDM tool, its functionalities, TD types it

handles, its input artifacts, and

supporting TDM activities

The TDM tool used in the study, the functionalities of the tool, the TD types handled by the tool, the

artifacts taken as input by the tool, and the TDM activities supported by this tool

RQ8

D14 Challenges The challenges on TDM that have been identified in the study RQ9
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3.7. Data synthesis

Data synthesis aims to synthesize the extracted data to answer the

RQs defined in Section 2. Descriptive statistics and frequency analysis

were employed in synthesizing the data to answer RQ3, RQ6, RQ7,

and RQ8. When synthesizing the data to answer RQ7, besides using

descriptive statistics, we also plotted the relevant studies to a map

which has three dimensions (i.e., TDM activity, publication year, and

TD type). This map provides the distribution of all the selected stud-

ies in which TDM approaches are mentioned, and we also categorized

concrete approaches for each TDM activity. In answering RQ8, in ad-

dition to using descriptive statistics, we also tabulated the collected

tools, their related information (e.g., related studies and TD types han-

dled), and their supported TDM activities. To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we

created a classification tree that categorizes TD into different types,

and each type was further categorized into sub-types based on the

causes of the TD type. To answer RQ4, we mapped the collected qual-

ity attributes that are considered compromised when TD is incurred,

to the software product quality model proposed in ISO/IEC 25010

[2011], a uniform model of software quality attributes. As for RQ5,

we just list the collected data as we only found several studies that

explicitly discuss the limits of TD. In constructing the answer for RQ9,

we categorized the challenges into different types according to the

topics of the challenges. The data synthesis of this mapping study is

further detailed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, along with the study results

to the RQs.

It is worth explaining how we synthesized the TD-related notions

(data item D8 in Table 3) because the synthesis of this data item is

more subjective than of other data items. As described in data item

D8 in Table 3, we distinguish TD-related notions from TD types and

TDM activities. A TD-related notion is used to explain or describe the

TD concept in general. We followed the rules described below:

• If a candidate notion describes some aspects of TD (e.g., property

and uncertainty), then keep it.
• If a candidate notion describes TD in general instead of a specific

type of TD (e.g., test TD), then keep it.
• If a candidate notion can only be used to describe a specific type

of TD (e.g., test TD), then remove it.
• If a candidate notion is a synonym to another candidate notion,

then merge them into one.
• If a candidate notion A describes a special case of another candidate

notion B, then keep notion B (the general type) and remove notion

A. For instance, “compounding interest” is a type of “interest”, so

we just keep the latter and remove the former.

. Study results

We performed this systematic mapping study according to the

rocedure described in Section 3. We first present the study search

nd selection results in Section 4.1, then describe the demographic

ata of the selected studies in Section 4.2 and the study quality as-

essment results in Section 4.3, and finally answer the RQs defined

n Section 2: Section 4.4 answers the first category of RQs (RQ1, RQ2,

Q3, RQ4, and RQ5); Section 4.5 answers the second category of RQs

RQ6, RQ7, RQ8, and RQ9).

.1. Search and selection results

Fig. 2 shows the study search results, the selection results in each

ound of study selection, as well as the selection results from the refer-

nces check (snowballing) and the study extension by Google Scholar.

otally, 1665 papers were returned from the database searches (de-

cribed in section 3.1.1.2), 168 papers were left after the selection by

etadata (1st round), 107 papers left after duplicated papers were

emoved, 94 papers left after the selection by abstract (2nd round),

nd 75 papers left after the selection by full text (3rd round). 10 more

apers were selected after checking the references (snowballing) of

he 75 selected papers. Nine more papers were selected after the

tudy extension by Google Scholar, during which we also performed

nowballing based on nine selected papers and no extra related pa-

ers found (this snowballing is not shown in both Figs. 1 2). Thus,

n total, there are 94 primary studies finally selected in this mapping

tudy (see Appendix A).

.2. Demographic results

This section describes the demographic data of the selected stud-

es, i.e., the study classifications by author type, publication venue,

nd publication year.

.2.1. Classification by author type

As shown in Fig. 3, authors of 43% of the selected studies (i.e., 40

tudies) work in industry, and authors of 40% of the selected studies
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Fig. 2. Study search and selection results.

Fig. 3. Distribution of selected studies over author types.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of selected studies over publication types.
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i.e., 38 studies) come from academia. The rest (17%) of the selected

tudies (i.e., 16 studies) come from both academia and industry, i.e.,

ome of the authors of a study work in academia and the other authors

ork in industry, instead of authors working in both academia and

ndustry simultaneously.

.2.2. Classifications by publication type and source

Each selected study was published as a conference paper, jour-

al paper, workshop paper, or book chapter. The study distribution
ver publication types is shown in Fig. 4, in which workshop, jour-

al, and conference are the three, almost equally, popular publication

ypes with 34% (32 studies), 33% (31 studies), and 30% (28 studies)

f the selected studies, respectively. Only three studies fall into the

ublication type of book chapter.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of selected studies over time period.
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Appendix B presents the publication sources of all the selected

studies, their types, number of studies, and the corresponding per-

centages against the total number of selected studies. The selected

studies distribute over 41 publication sources, which indicates that

TD and its management have received widespread attention in the

entire software engineering community.

4.2.3. Classification by publication year

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of selected studies over the time

period from 1992 to 2013. This figure provides clear information on

the trend of the number of published studies on TD. During the first

16 years after the TD metaphor was coined, there are no studies

published in most of these years, except for only one study per year

published in years 1992, 2000, 2006, and 2007. From 2008 to 2013, the

number of the published studies on TD has been increasing in general.

Especially, since 2010, there were at least 15 studies published per

year, which is a big leap compared with the years before 2010. One

reason for this could be that the MTD workshop was initiated in 2010

and this workshop raised the attention on TD and the awareness of

managing TD.

4.3. Study quality

As stated in Kitchenham and Charters (2007), quality assessment

of primary studies is not a necessary task for a mapping study. Thus,

we did not use the quality assessment results for study selection, but

present them as a reflection of the validity of the selected studies.

The quality of the selected studies is evaluated in the quality assess-

ment stage (see Fig. 1) by assigning scores to the quality assessment

questions (described in Section 3.5) of each study. The scores of each

selected study reflect the quality of the selected study and the cred-

ibility of the results of this mapping study (Shahin et al., 2014). The

quality assessment results can also indicate potential limitations of

current research and provide directions for future research in the

field (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). The detailed quality assess-

ment results are presented in Appendix C. The mean score is 3.17 (out

of a maximum of 5.00), which means that the average quality of the

selected studies is neither perfect nor unacceptable.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the selected studies over qual-

ity scores. We can find that most selected studies (61 studies, 65%)

received a score in the range (2.50, 4.00]; there are nine selected stud-

ies receiving scores falling into the highest score range (4.50, 5.00];

and no selected studies received scores belonging to the lowest score

range [0.00, 0.50].
We pay special attention to the evidence level of the claims related

o TD in the selected studies (the quality assessment question Q1

n Section 3.5), since it determines with how much confidence, the

laims can be trusted. There are six evidence levels (described in

ection 3.5) and the higher the evidence level, the more likely a study’s

laims can be trusted. As presented in Appendix C, the mean score of

he evidence level of the selected studies is 0.40 (equal to the score of

vidence level 2), which means the average evidence level is relatively

ow. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the selected studies over their
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Table 4

Non-TD.

Non-TD Studies

Defects S17, S47, S48, S64

Unimplemented features or functionalities S3, S28, S47, S48

Lack of supporting processes S85

Unfinished tasks in the development process S48

Trivial code quality issues S4

Low external quality S47
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vidence levels. Thirty-two selected studies (34%) do not have any

vidence (level 0), and only eight selected studies (9%) received the

ighest level of evidence (level 5: evidence obtained from industrial

ractice).

.4. TD concept

This section answers the RQs on the concept of TD, i.e., RQ1, RQ2,

Q3, RQ4, and RQ5.

.4.1. TD and non-TD (RQ1)

RQ1: What are the types of TD and what is not considered as TD?

.4.1.1. TD types. We collected a large number of TD types and in-

tances (each of which can be associated with a TD type) at different

evels from the selected studies. These TD types can be classified into

0 coarse-grained types and each of those is further classified into

everal sub-types based on the causes of TD. The resulting classifica-

ion tree is shown in Fig. 8.

1. Requirements TD refers to the distance between the optimal re-

quirements specification and the actual system implementation,

under domain assumptions and constraints (Ernst, 2012).

2. Architectural TD is caused by architecture decisions that make

compromises in some internal quality aspects, such as maintain-

ability.

3. Design TD refers to technical shortcuts that are taken in detailed

design.

4. Code TD is the poorly written code that violates best coding prac-

tices or coding rules. Examples include code duplication and over-

complex code.

5. Test TD refers to shortcuts taken in testing. An example is lack of

tests (e.g., unit tests, integration tests, and acceptance tests).

6. Build TD refers to flaws in a software system, in its build system,

or in its build process that make the build overly complex and

difficult.

7. Documentation TD refers to insufficient, incomplete, or outdated

documentation in any aspect of software development. Examples

include out-of-date architecture documentation and lack of code

comments.

8. Infrastructure TD refers to a sub-optimal configuration of

development-related processes, technologies, supporting tools,

etc. Such a sub-optimal configuration negatively affects the team’s

ability to produce a quality product.

9. Versioning TD refers to the problems in source code versioning,

such as unnecessary code forks.

0. Defect TD refers to defects, bugs, or failures found in software

systems.

Note that, for the classification of TD sub-types based on the causes

f TD (see Fig. 8), if no causes for a TD type were explicitly specified

n a study, we classified the corresponding TD sub-type as “not spec-

fied”. In Fig. 8, the TD sub-types highlighted with gray are the ones

hat are studied (not just mentioned, see the difference detailed in

ection 4.4.2); a related study marked with an underline is a study

hat investigates the corresponding TD sub-type in depth. We will

laborate on this further in Section 4.4.2.

As shown in Fig. 8, code TD (as a whole or its sub-types) is the

ost mentioned TD type in the selected studies (40%, 38 out of

4 studies); architectural TD, test TD, and design TD are the sec-

nd (27%, 25 studies), third (26%, 24 studies), and fourth (24%, 23

tudies) most mentioned TD types respectively; versioning TD, re-

uirements TD, and build TD are the three least mentioned TD

ypes, mentioned in one (1%), three (3%), and three (3%) studies,

espectively.
.4.1.2. Non-TD. A number of selected studies explicitly mention a

umber of things that should not be regarded as TD. Compared with

he number of the TD types that are explicitly mentioned or investi-

ated in the selected studies as shown in Fig. 8, the number of non-TD

ypes is relatively small as listed in Table 4. In particular, only six

ypes of non-TD were collected in the selected studies: defects, unim-

lemented features, lack of supporting processes, unfinished tasks in

he development process, trivial code quality issues, and low external

uality. Particularly, in S17, S47, S64, and S48, the authors considered

hat TD is about the flaws of the internal quality and invisible to ex-

ernal users, which is not the case for defects; thus defects are not TD.

n terms of the number of the studies that explicitly mention or inves-

igate what TD is and what it is not, the latter seems to have received

ittle attention from the TD community. The list of non-TD types in

able 4 has not been widely accepted, considering the small num-

er of studies mentioning them. We note that there are four studies

laiming that defects are not TD, even though in the previous section,

efect TD was identified as TD by 11 studies; we will discuss these

wo conflicting opinions in Section 5.

.4.2. TD types studied (RQ2)

RQ2: What TD types are researchers and practitioners mostly working

n and what types are under-studied?

We mapped the TD types as well as the TD sub-types studied to

heir related primary studies in Fig. 8. A TD (sub-) type is consid-

red to be studied in a specific primary study if the primary study

iscussed, or conducted an empirical study on this TD (sub-) type,

sed an existing TDM approach to manage, and/or proposed a new

DM approach for this (sub-) type of TD. In Fig. 8, the TD sub-types

lled with gray are the ones that are studied; a related study marked

ith an underline is a study that investigates the corresponding TD

ub-type in depth.

As shown in Fig. 8, among the 10 types of TD, code TD is the most

tudied type. Test TD, architectural TD, design TD, documentation TD,

nd defect TD have also received significant attention. Requirements

D, build TD, infrastructure TD, and versioning TD have not received

uch attention.

.4.3. TD-related notions (RQ3)

RQ3: What notions are used for describing and explaining TD?

We collected TD-related notions that describe or explain TD. To

etter understand the relationships between the notions and TD, we

sed a diagram (see Fig. 9) to show the notions, their categories, their

elationships with TD, and the number of studies in which each no-

ion is used. The notions are explained in detail and their related

tudies are listed in Table 5. We extracted 24 TD-related notions,

mong which interest, principal, and risk are the top three most used

otions. We classify the TD-related notions into five categories ac-

ording to their meanings and relationships with TD. The notions

n the “Metaphor” category are the metaphors borrowed from the

conomics domain; the notions in the “Property” category describe

ifferent properties or characteristics of TD; the notions in the “Un-

ertainty” category characterize the uncertainty nature of TD; the

otions in the “Effect” category are used to describe the effects of TD;

he notions in the “Cause” category are related to the causes of how
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D is incurred. Note that some notions could belong to more than

ne category, but we classified each notion into the primary category

hich we considered fitting the notion best. For instance, the notions

ost and value can also be classified into the category “Property”.

.4.4. Compromised quality attributes (RQ4)

RQ4: Which quality attributes are compromised when TD is incurred?

This subsection presents the quality attributes (QAs) compromised

hen TD is incurred. When extracting the raw data of quality at-

ributes from the selected studies, we observed that the extracted

uality attributes did not comply with a uniform quality model; for

xample some of these QAs are adopted from the ISO/IEC 9126 stan-

ard [2001], and some are defined and used by the authors them-

elves. All the extracted QAs are about software product quality and

one is about quality in use (ISO/IEC, 2011) (i.e., software quality from

he perspective of human–computer interaction). Thus, we map the

xtracted QAs to the product model defined in ISO/IEC 25010 standard

2011], which is the latest revision of ISO/IEC 9126.

Table 6 shows the QAs that are compromised when TD is incurred.

any selected studies only mention the QAs compromised but do
ot specify the sub-QAs. Since ISO/IEC 25010 does not distinguish

etween the ease of implementing new requirements and fixing bugs

s different QAs, we classified into modifiability the cases where the

bility to implement new requirements is negatively influenced.

Most studies argue that TD negatively affects the maintainability

maintainability as a whole or its sub-QAs) of software systems; other

As and sub-QAs are only mentioned in a handful of studies each.

.4.5. Limits of the technical debt metaphor (RQ5)

RQ5: What are the limits of the TD metaphor?

We only found three studies discussing the limits of the TD

etaphor. In S67, Rooney challenges the TD metaphor and states

hat it is not sufficient to describe the systems built in modern de-

elopment approaches, such as XP, since the TD incurred in modern

pproaches is usually paid off in the near future. The accumulated

ebt is thus relatively little, while the code keeps value over time. In

71, Schmid argues that there are several major shortcomings of the

D metaphor: (1) TD lacks a standard unit of measurement; (2)

he amount of interest that needs to be repaid directly depends

n the future development that is affected by the TD. Thus, it is
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Table 5

TD-related notions and their related studies.

Notion Description Related studies

Interest The extra effort needed to modify the part of the software system

that contains TD [S9, S34]

S1, S2, S9, S10, S11, S12, S15, S16, S17, S20, S22, S23, S24, S34, S35,

S39, S40, S42, S50, S53, S55, S56, S61, S62, S65, S71, S72, S73, S75,

S77, S78, S85, S91, S93, S94

Principal The estimated cost of resolving a given type of TD [S9] S9, S11, S12, S16, S17, S24, S34, S35, S39, S40, S55, S72, S73, S77, S85,

S93, S94

Risk TD is a type of risk for a software project, since TD can eventually

hurt the health of the project if the TD is left unresolved

S1, S3, S12, S17, S34, S35, S52, S53, S65, S72, S93

Type TD can be classified into various types, such as architectural TD

and documentation TD

S9, S10, S17, S22, S34, S39, S52, S72, S73, S94

Interest probability “The probability that a particular type of TD will in fact have

visible consequences [S9]”

S9, S12, S35, S39, S40, S72, S73, S93

Technical decision TD is caused by technical decisions, such as architecture

decisions and implementation (coding) decisions

S10, S12, S24, S52, S56, S61, S69, S78

Interest rate The percentage of the interest of a specific piece of TD out of its

principal in a given period

S2, S9, S10, S11, S53, S85, S91

TD item A TD item is a unit of TD in a software system. An example of a TD

item is a “God” class with information about its location,

estimated cost and benefit of it not being repaid, responsible

developer, and its TD type (design TD in this case). The TD in a

software system is comprised of a number of TD items

S34, S39, S72, S93

Technical compro-

mise/tradeoff/shortcut

Compromises between optimal technical solutions and

sub-optimal ones (that incur TD) in a specific environment

S1, S11, S12, S55

Cost The cost of incurring TD, i.e., the sum of principal and interest S11, S17, S34

Cause The reason for the existence of TD S30, S42, S52

Symptom A sign manifesting the existence of TD S17, S52, S55

Consequence/effects The influences of incurring TD on the software system S11, S52, S62

Value/benefit The potential benefit of incurring TD, i.e., the benefit that can be

immediately obtained and the possible future benefit after TD

is incurred

S9, S34

Investment TD can be an investment for a software project as long as the

benefit of incurring the TD outweighs its cost

S34, S48

Environment “In software engineering projects, debt is relative to a given or

assumed environment [S9]”

S9, S85

Origin of debt/intentionality Origin of debt refers to the intentionality of the debt, i.e., whether

the TD is incurred intentionally or unintentionally [S9]

S9, S93

Impact of debt The scope of the influence when changing the system to repay

TD, e.g., the number of affected components [S9]

S9

Inhibitor of fast development Extra effort needs to be spent in working on and around the

software part containing the unsolved TD, which negatively

affects the speed of development

S45

Visibility TD should be visible to stakeholders, particularly to the

system-level decision-makers and the people who will

eventually repay it [S9]

S9

Present value The immediate benefit obtained after TD is incurred [S9] S9

Debt accretion TD may increase non-linearly and accruing too much debt may

lead to a software system into a serious, even irreparable, state

[S9]

S9

Bankruptcy Bankruptcy happens when the part of the software system which

contains TD is no longer viable to support future development

and a complete rewrite and a new platform are needed [S63]

S63

Technological gap Gaps in technology caused by the invisible aspects of natural

software aging and evolution, such as technological

obsolescence, change of environment, rapid commercial

success, advent of new and better technologies, and so forth

[S47]

S47

a

T

impossible to relate TD directly to an interest rate or an interest pe-

riod. In S1, Allman thought that people who take on TD are usually

not the ones who repay the TD. This may encourage people to take

more TD to accelerate their development.

4.5. TD management

This section answers the research questions on TD management

(TDM), i.e., RQ6, RQ7, RQ8, and RQ9.

4.5.1. TDM activities (RQ6)

RQ6: What are the different activities of TDM?

TDM is composed of a set of activities that prevent potential TD

from being incurred or deal with existing TD to keep it under a rea-
sonable level. Table 7 shows nine TDM activities that are collected
nd refined from the selected studies. Detailed explanations of these

DM activities are presented below:

• TD identification detects TD caused by intentional or uninten-

tional technical decisions in a software system through specific

techniques, such as static code analysis.
• TD measurement quantifies the benefit and cost of known TD in a

software system through estimation techniques, or estimates the

level of the overall TD in a system.
• TD prioritization ranks identified TD according to certain prede-

fined rules to support deciding which TD items should be repaid

first and which TD items can be tolerated until later releases.
• TD prevention aims to prevent potential TD from being incurred.
• TD monitoring watches the changes of the cost and benefit of
unresolved TD over time.
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Table 6

QAs from ISO/IEC 25010 compromised by incurring TD.

QA Studies

Sub-QA

Functional suitability None

Functional completeness None

Functional correctness S85, S92

Functional appropriateness None

Performance efficiency S14, S17, S50

Time behavior None

Resource utilization None

Capacity None

Compatibility S68

Co-existence None

Interoperability S45, S85

Usability S93

Appropriateness recognizability None

Learnability None

Operability S85

User error protection None

User interface aesthetics S93

Accessibility None

Reliability S14, S38, S50, S51

Maturity None

Availability None

Fault tolerance S17

Recoverability S17

Security S14, S17, S50, S79

Confidentiality None

Integrity None

Non-repudiation None

Accountability None

Authenticity None

Maintainability S1, S3, S7, S9, S10, S11, S14, S15, S20,

S21, S25, S29, S34, S35, S36, S37, S38,

S41, S42, S44, S46, S47, S49, S50, S51,

S52, S55, S57, S60, S62, S72, S73, S74,

S76, S78, S79, S81, S82, S86, S87, S88,

S89, S90, S91, S92, S94

Modularity S66

Reusability S14, S50, S68, S86

Analyzability S17, S62

Modifiability S1, S3, S5, S9, S11, S14, S17, S18, S31,

S38, S45, S47, S50, S51, S57, S60, S61,

S62, S71, S78, S85

Testability S14, S50, S51, S62, S85

Portability S14, S21, S50, S76

Adaptability S60, S79, S85

Installability None

Replaceability None

Note: Some studies mentioned both main QAs and sub-QAs, so we classified these

studies into both the main QAs and applicable sub-QAs. Other studies only mentioned

sub-QAs or the main QAs without specifying sub-QAs.

Table 7

TDM activities and the numbers of related studies.

TDM activity No. of studies %

TD repayment 59 63

TD identification 51 54

TD measurement 49 52

TD monitoring 19 20

TD prioritization 17 18

TD communication 17 18

TD prevention 9 10

TD representation/documentation 4 4
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• TD repayment resolves or mitigates TD in a software system by

techniques such as reengineering and refactoring.
• TD representation/documentation provides a way to represent

and codify TD in a uniform manner addressing the concerns of

particular stakeholders.
• TD communication makes identified TD visible to stakeholders

so that it can be discussed and further managed.
 C
The TDM activities mentioned above have received significantly

ifferent levels of attention, considering the number of selected stud-

es that have mentioned or deeply investigated each TDM activity.

s shown in Table 7, TD repayment, identification, and measure-

ent have been mentioned or investigated in more than half of

he total selected studies, with percentages 63% (59 out of 94), 54%

51 out of 94), and 52% (49 out of 94), respectively. TD representa-

ion/documentation have received the least attention with only four

4%) related selected studies.

.5.2. TDM approaches (RQ7)

RQ7: What approaches are used in each TDM activity?

We present TDM approaches in two perspectives: (1) distribution

f studies over TDM activities, TD types, and publication years, and

2) categories of approaches for each TDM activity. The names of

he approach categories are indicative and other names could also

e used, e.g., the category “Code metrics” could also be called “Code

easurement”.

.5.2.1. Primary studies of TDM. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the

8 selected studies, which mention, propose, or use one or more TDM

pproaches, over TDM activities, TD types, and publication years. A

ubble in the left part of the figure represents one or more studies

hat include approaches for a TDM activity published in a certain year.

or instance, the left-bottom bubble in Fig. 10 denotes that the seven

tudies (S39, S40, S57, S71, S88, S93, and S94) mentioned, proposed,

r used approaches for TD identification and these studies were pub-

ished in 2013. In the right part of Fig. 10, a bubble denotes one or

ore studies include approaches for a TDM activity dealing with a

pecific type of TD. Note that, we use “general TD” as a TD type in Fig.

0 when an approach is not dedicated to handling a specific TD type

one of the 10 TD types in Fig. 8). During 1992–2008, only one study

as published per year in 1992, 2000, 2006, and 2007, two studies

ere published in 2009, and no study was published in the other

ears. Most of the studies (90%, 52 out of 58) on TDM approaches

ere published between 2010 and 2013.

Fig. 11 shows the distribution of studies where one or more con-

rete approaches were mentioned, used, or proposed for TDM activ-

ties. There are significantly more studies that presented approaches

or TD identification, measurement, and repayment than for the rest

f the TDM activities. Note that the numbers in Fig. 11 are different

han the numbers in Table 7, as the former concerns studies that in-

lude approaches for the different TD activities, while the latter may

imply mention TDM activities without discussing approaches.

Fig. 12 shows the distribution of studies where one or more con-

rete TDM approaches were mentioned, used, or proposed to manage

arious TD types. There are significantly more studies that present

DM approaches to deal with code TD, design TD , and architectural

D. There is no study including concrete TDM approaches for docu-

entation TD and versioning TD. As shown in Fig. 8, documentation

D is studied in 10 studies, which is not conflicting with the fact of

o study including concrete TDM approaches for documentation TD.

he reason is that the 10 studies only discuss documentation TD (e.g.,

n its consequences and causes), or have empirical studies on docu-

entation TD but without specify what TDM approaches were used

n the empirical studies.

.5.2.2. TD identification. TD identification approaches collected

rom 26 studies are categorized into four categories as shown in

able 8. Code analysis and dependency analysis are two most popular

pproaches.

.5.2.3. TD measurement. TD measurement approaches collected

rom 24 studies are classified into six categories as shown in Table 9.

alculation model is the most used category for TD measurement.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TDM activities, TD types, and publication years.

Fig. 11. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TDM activities.

Table 8

TD identification approaches and related studies.

Category Description Studies

Code analysis Analyze source code to identify violations of coding rules, lack of tests; calculate software

metrics based on source code to identify design or architecture issues

S3, S7, S11, S16, S17, S22, S37, S39, S40, S41, S50,

S51, S55, S62, S71, S87, S92, S93, S94

Dependency analysis Analyze dependencies between different types of software elements (e.g., components,

modules)

S8, S51, S56, S57, S88, S94

Check list Check against a list of predefined scenarios where TD is incurred [S74] S74

Solution comparison Compare the actual solution with the optimal solution in some dimension, such as

cost/benefit ratio. If the actual solution is not the optimal one, then TD is incurred

S23, S61

R

a

4

p

g

4.5.2.4. TD representation/documentation. Four studies (S34, S39, S72,

and S93) propose an approach to represent TD, and all four of them

perform the representation with TD items. A TD item is a unit of TD of

a software system, for example a “God class” (see Table 5). However,

the proposed formats of TD items are different. The fields of a TD item

are shown in Table 10, in which we can see that the fields ID, Location,
esponsible/author, Type, and Description are included in a TD item in

ll four studies.

.5.2.5. TD prioritization. Six studies explicitly discuss concrete ap-

roaches for TD prioritization, which are categorized into four cate-

ories as shown in Table 11.
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Fig. 12. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TD types.

Table 9

TD measurement approaches and related studies.

Category Description Studies

Calculation model Calculate TD through mathematical formulas or models S11, S14, S16, S17, S20, S22, S37, S39, S50, S51,

S55, S58, S61, S62, S70, S72, S83

Code metrics Calculate TD using metrics of source code S3, S7, S25, S39, S83

Human estimation Estimate TD according to experience and expertise S34, S72

Cost categorization Estimate various types of the cost of handling the incurred TD [S80] S80

Operational metrics Indicate TD using quality metrics of product operation [S74] S74

Solution comparison Calculate the distance between the actual solution and the optimal solution [S23] S23

Table 10

Fields of a TD item and related studies.

Field Description Studies

ID A unique identifier for a TD item S34, S39, S72, S93

Location The location of the identified TD item S34, S39, S72, S93

Responsible/author The person who is responsible for repaying the TD item S34, S39, S72, S93

Type The TD type that this TD item is classified into, e.g., architectural TD S34, S39, S72, S93

Description General information on the TD item S34, S39, S72, S93

Date/time The date or time when the TD item is identified S34, S39, S72

Principal The estimated cost of repaying the TD item S34, S72, S93

Interest amount The estimated extra cost of tolerating the TD item S34, S72, S93

Interest probability The probability that the interest of this TD item needs to be repaid S72, S93

Interest standard deviation The estimated difference between the estimated interest amount and the actual

(future) interest amount

S34

Correlations with other debt items Relationships between this TD item and other TD items S34

Name The name of a specific type of TD in a TD item (in S39, a TD item may include

multiple TD types)

S39

Context A certain implementation context (e.g., programming language used) of a specific

TD type in a TD item.

S39

Propagation rules How this TD item impacts the related parts of the software system S39

Intentionality Intentionally or unintentionally incurred S93
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.5.2.6. TD monitoring. Five studies explicitly discuss concrete ap-

roaches for TD monitoring, which are shown in Table 12.

.5.2.7. TD repayment. TD repayment approaches collected from 18

tudies are classified into seven categories as shown in Table 13.

mong these categories of TD repayment approaches, refactoring is

ostly used.

.5.2.8. TD communication. TD communication approaches collected

rom 13 studies are categorized into six categories as shown in

able 14.

.5.2.9. TD prevention. TD prevention approaches collected from 7

tudies are classified into four categories as shown in Table 15.
.5.3. TDM tools (RQ8)

RQ8: What tools are used in TDM and what TDM activities are sup-

orted by these tools?

Tools are important for performing TDM activities, thus, we ex-

mined the tools that are mentioned, used, or developed in the se-

ected studies for the purpose of managing TD. Table 16 shows the

unctionalities provided, TD types handled, artifacts taken as input,

nd the TDM activities supported by the tools. In addition, the col-

mn “Vendor” denotes the organizations that develop the tools; the

olumn “Study” lists the studies that mentioned, used, or developed

he tools in the corresponding rows; the column “TD type” describes

he TD types that are dealt with by the tools; the column “Artifact”

escribes the input of the tools; and the column “Free of charge” de-

otes whether the tool can be used for free. If a study discusses both

DM approaches and tools, this study is mapped to both Fig. 10 and

able 16.
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Table 11

TD prioritization approaches and related studies.

Category Description Study

Cost/benefit analysis If resolving a TD item can yield a higher benefit than cost, then this TD item should be repaid. TD items

with higher cost/benefit ratios of repayment should be repaid first [S91]

S80, S91

High remediation cost first TD items that are more costly to resolve should be repaid first [S50, S51] S50, S51

Portfolio approach The portfolio approach considers TD items along with other new functionalities and bugs as risks and

investment opportunities (i.e., assets). “The goal of portfolio management is to select the asset set

that can maximize the return on investment or minimize the investment risk [S34]”

S34

High interest first TD items incurring higher interest should be repaid first [S72] S72

Table 12

TD monitoring approaches and related studies.

Category Description Study

Threshold-based approach Define thresholds for TD related quality metrics, and issue warnings if the thresholds are not met [S22] S22

TD propagation tracking Track the influences of TD through dependencies between other parts of a system and the parts of the

system that contains TD [S39]

S39

Planned check Regularly measure identified TD and track the change of the TD [S7] S7

TD monitoring with quality attribute focus Monitor the change of quality attributes that detrimental to TD, such as stability [S5] S5

TD plot Plot various aggregated measures of TD over time and look at the shape of the curve to observe the

trends [S72]

S72

Table 13

TD repayment approaches and related studies.

Category Description Study

Refactoring Make changes to the code, design, or architecture of a software system without altering the

external behaviors of the software system, in order to improve the internal quality [S10]

S1, S9, S10, S12, S22, S25, S51, S60, S68, S86, S92

Rewriting Rewrite the code that contains TD S1, S10, S15, S51

Automation Automate manually-repeated work, e.g., manual tests, manual builds [S84], and manual

deployment [S74]

S50, S74, S84

Reengineering Evolve existing software to exhibit new behaviors, features, and operational quality S9, S10, S12

Repackaging Group cohesive modules with manageable dependencies to simplify the code [S12] S12

Bug fixing Resolve known bugs [S26] S26

Fault tolerance Strategically place runtime exceptions where the TD is [S82] S82

Table 14

TD communication approaches and related studies.

Category Description Study

TD dashboard A dashboard displays TD items, types, and amounts in order to get all stakeholders informed of the

existence of the TD

S3, S50, S51, S69

Backlog All identified TD items as well as anything to be resolved in the development are put into the backlog of

the software project, so that the TD items can be treated as important as known bugs and

unimplemented planned features and functionalities

S11, S64, S82

Dependency visualization Visualize the undesirable dependencies (e.g., overly complex dependencies) between software elements

(e.g., components and packages)

S8, S56

Code metrics visualization Visualize code metrics in some tools such as code maps and highlight those software elements with bad

measured quality (e.g., code complexity)

S7, S42

TD list A TD list keeps all identified TD items and make them visible to stakeholders S5, S39

TD propagation visualization Show the connections between different TD items, and how a TD item affects and is affected by other TD

items [S39]

S39

Table 15

TD prevention approaches and related studies.

Category Description Study

Development process improvement Improve current development processes to prevent the occurrences of certain types of TD [S19, S46] S19, S43, S46

Architecture decision making support Evaluate potential TD caused by different architecture design options, and then choose the option

with less potential TD [S70]

S2, S70

Lifecycle cost planning Develop cost-effective plans that look at the system throughout the lifecycle to minimize overall TD of

the system [S79]

S79

Human factors analysis Cultivate a culture that minimizes the unintentional TD caused by human factors, e.g., indifference

and ignorance [S30]

S30

T
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As shown in Table 16, most (86%, 25 out of 29) of the tools take

source code as input, only one (T1) takes .NET Assemblies as input,

one (T15) takes requirements and solutions as input, and one (T27)

takes compiled binaries as input. As shown in Table 16, except for the

four dedicated TDM tools (denoted with ∗), the rest of the collected

tools support no more than two TDM activities. As shown in Fig. 13,
D identification is widely supported by 86% (25 out of 29) of the

ools; TD measurement and communication also received support by

8% (8 out of 29) and 17% (5 out of 29) of the tools respectively, but

hat is much less than TD identification. The rest five TDM activities

re supported by very few tools; especially TD prevention has no

upporting tool. Only four tools are dedicated to managing TD, while
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Table 16 (continued)

# Tool Functionality Vendor Study TD type Artifact TD identification TD measurement TD prioritization TD monitoring TD repayment TD representation/

documentation

TD communication TD prevention Free of

charge

T21 DebtFlag∗ Supporting TDM by

maintaining an

implementation level

representation of TD and

providing needed

information for project

level management;

providing an Eclipse

Plugin to capture TD by

using lightweight

documentation tool, and a

Web application to

manage TD.

University of Turku S39 Code TD Code X X X X U

T22 RBML compliance

checker

Calculating a distance

between a realization of a

design pattern and the

intended design

Montana State

University

S40 Design TD:

grimes

UML models X X

T23 A tool to identify

bad dependencies

Identifying bad intra- and

inter- module

dependencies

University of

Waterloo

S88 Architectural TD,

Code TD

Code X U

T24 Sonar TD plugin∗ Identifying and measuring

TD in the form of low code

coverage, design,

violations, complexity,

comments

SonarSource SA S3, S11,

S26, S58,

S69, S83

Code TD, Test TD,

Documenta-

tion

TD

Code X X X X X X X

T25 SonarQube Open platform for managing

code quality

SonarSource SA S3 Code TD Code X X

T26 SonarQube COBOL

Plugin

Performing objective and

automated COBOL code

reviews against coding

best practices

SonarSource SA S3 Code TD: coding

violations

Code X

T27 CLIO Identifying modularity

violations

Drexel University S40, S41,

S94

Architectural TD:

architectural

compliance

issues

Compiled

binaries

X U

T28 CodeVizard Identifying code smells University of

Maryland

S41, S40,

S93, S94

Design TD: code

smells

Code X U

T29 FindBugs Identifying automatic static

analysis issues

University of

Maryland

S3, S41,

S87, S93,

S94

Code TD: coding

violations

Code X X

a

“U” in column Free of charge denotes unknown; “∗” in column Tool denotes dedicated tools specifically built for TDM; “OSS” in column Vendor denotes the tool developed in OSS (Open Source Software) community.
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Fig. 13. Number of tools supporting TDM activities.

Fig. 14. Number of tools supporting TD types.
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ost of the collected tools in Table 16 are borrowed from other fields

e.g., code quality analysis). Most of the tools deal with code TD and

esign TD (see Fig. 14).

.5.4. Challenges in TDM (RQ9)

RQ9: What challenges for TDM have been identified?

We identified a number of challenges explicitly stated in the se-

ected studies.

• Challenges in managing induced and unintentional TD. S44 argues

that TD can be induced by stakeholders other than architects in

the project or across the portfolio. For example such TD can be

caused by imposing a strict release date at the cost of software

quality, or through the cascaded effect from decisions made on

other projects on which a given project depends. Such TD is beyond

the control of the development team of a given project, thus is

hard to manage. S44 also argues that it is difficult to deal with the

unintentional TD caused by situations such as acquisition, new

alignment requirements, or changes in the market ecosystem.
• Difficulties in business and economic value transformation. S86 holds

that it is very hard for organizations to assign business value to the

intrinsic quality (i.e., compromised QAs presented in Section 4.4.4

when TD is incurred) of the software product itself. S24 holds that

it is hard to translate TD into economic consequences.
• Challenges in TD measurement. S1 believes that it can be difficult to

know in advance which TD items will ultimately have the highest

cost. S91 argues that, in many projects, the cost and benefit of

refactoring (an approach to repaying TD) cannot be easily quan-

tified and estimated. S52 holds that measuring TD is not easy

because its impacts are not uniform. S61 argues that a key chal-

lenge in iterative development is the ability to quantify the value

of infrastructure and quality-related tasks, which quite often are

architectural. S5 argues that, due to the lack of TD measures, de-

velopment teams could not make a strong case to the business

side to convince business stakeholders to invest in fixing tech-

nical shortcuts taken. This often leads to a disruptive bug-fixing

iteration or major redesign.
• Challenges in TD prevention. S19 argues that in agile development

it is challenging to reduce the number of defects and at the same

time improve non-functional quality (to prevent incurring TD).
• Lack of an underlying theory and models to aid TD identification

and measurement. S72 argues that a comprehensive TD theory

should be developed to formalize the relationship between the

cost and benefit of the TD concept, and subsequently practical

TDM approaches should be developed and validated to exploit the

TD theory in management decision making.

. Discussion

This section presents our interpretation of the results of this sys-

ematic mapping study and the implications of the results for re-

earchers and practitioners who are working on TD.

.1. Technical debt concept

This subsection discusses the classification of TD, conflicting opin-

ons on TD, QAs compromised when TD is incurred, and the current

tate of the research of TD.

.1.1. Classification of TD

In the data synthesis phase, we encountered some difficulties in

D classification, as in several cases the TD type was not clear from

he study itself or was conflicting with other studies or literature. We

iscuss how we dealt with them below.

(1) In S55, the author argues that duplicate code is design debt,

but we classified it into code TD since code duplication affects

a fragment of a function or method.

(2) S85 argues that deferred functionality is TD, but we did not

include it in the TD classification tree, to be consistent with the

bulk of TD literature which does not consider this as TD.

(3) Some primary studies only mention that quality issues in code

are TD, without specifying details of the quality issues. For

example, in S34 the authors deem that “low quality code” is TD,

in S28 the authors consider “code quality deficits” are TD, and

in S15 the author argues that “not-quite-right code” is TD. We

classified these kinds of quality issues in code as low-quality

code, which is a sub-type of code TD.

(4) We did not take structural debt (in S47) as a TD category since

structural issues can be merged into architectural TD or de-

sign TD depending on their granularity. System-level struc-

tural quality issues can be regarded as a kind of architectural

TD. Class- and method-level structural quality issues can be

seen as a kind of design TD.

(5) The sub-type “bad dependency” of build TD is different from

undesired dependencies in system-level structure issues of ar-

chitectural TD. The former refers to dependencies on external

components and libraries that are frequently changed while

the latter are dependencies on internal components.

(6) In S71, the authors mention that sub-optimal structured code is

TD without giving further details. We classified the sub-optimal

structured code into complex code, a sub-type of code TD.

(7) S83 investigates portfolio debt, but does not give a definition

for it. Hence, we did not include it as a TD type.

(8) S93 introduces usability debt as the lack of a common user

interface template. We included this case into design TD, as

user interface design is part of design.

(9) Some primary studies (e.g., S14) mentioned quality debt. In

fact, any TD hurts one or more quality attributes (or QAs are

compromised when TD is incurred). We consider quality debt

too general, thus did not include it in the TD classification tree.

We found that researchers and practitioners tend to use the term

debt” arbitrarily, without attaching a clear and precise meaning to it;
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this leads to ambiguous interpretation of the term. They also tend to

connect any software quality issues to debt, such as code smells debt,

dependency debt, and usability debt. It seems that the term “debt”

is a buzzword that is being used very often, leading to ambiguous

interpretation of its meaning; we hope that this systematic mapping

study on TD will provide sufficient clarification of the TD concept.

5.1.2. Conflicting opinions on TD

The concept TD was coined to describe the technical shortcuts

taken in coding in order to speed up the development and to meet

an urgent release deadline (Cunningham, 1992). TD was originally

used to describe ‘not-quite-right code’. In recent years, TD has been

extended to other phases in the software development lifecycle and

more and more concepts were put under the umbrella of TD (Kruchten

et al., 2013). In this mapping study, we found some conflicting opin-

ions on the scope of TD.

• Regarding the scope of TD, Barton and Sterling deem that TD con-

cerns issues found in the code that affect future development

(Barton and Sterling, 2010), while many others such as Brown

et al. (2010) hold that TD is a broader concept concerning also

issues in other phases of the lifecycle, e.g., requirements or archi-

tecture, which harm the long-term health of a software project.
• In S85, Theodoropoulos et al. argue that deferred functionality is

TD, while S17, S47, S48, and S64 explicitly point out that unimple-

mented features and functionalities are not TD.
• Eleven studies consider defects as TD (see Fig. 8), while four studies

(S17, S47, S48, and S64) explicitly emphasize that defects should

not be included into TD.
• Trivial code quality issues are not considered as TD in S4. This point

actually contradicts the TD literature, which takes into account

trivial code quality issues. However, the authors of S4 do not define

what trivial code quality issues are, but they take messy code as an

example. Messy code actually covers code violating coding rules,

which is a sub-type (coding violations) of code TD; 17 studies

consider coding violations are TD.

5.1.3. Quality attribute compromised

As shown in Table 6, most of the selected studies argue that main-

tainability or its sub-QAs are compromised when TD is incurred. This

is in accordance with the original description of TD by Ward Cun-

ningham (Cunningham, 1992). However, several other studies do

mention other QAs and sub-QAs that get compromised because of

TD (see Section 4.4.4), so maintainability is not the only QA suffering

from TD.

5.1.4. Current research on TD

Both academia and industry pay significant attention to the re-

search on TD, judging from the numbers of the selected studies con-

ducted by academic researchers and industrial practitioners (40 stud-

ies by researchers only, 38 studies by practitioners only, and the rest

16 studies are joint effort from both researchers and practitioners).

This is certainly a very encouraging sign, where a software engineer-

ing research topic receives a balanced attention by both communities.

One potential reason is that the concept of TD originated from indus-

trial practices (Cunningham, 1992) and was first becoming popular in

the agile development community. As described in (Tom et al., 2013),

there had been a lot of web blogs and online articles discussing TD

before it became a popular research topic in academia. During the

study selection and data extraction stages of this mapping study, we

found that “technical debt” has been a widely-accepted and broadly-

used term in the agile development community (see Sutherland et al.,

2009; Martin et al., 2009; Birkeland, 2010; Uy and Ioannou, 2008).

Interest and principal are the two most used notions to describe

and explain the concept of TD. This is understandable since interest

and principal are the basic parts of financial debt, so they can be

effectively borrowed to describe and explain the TD concept.
TD is considered as risk in eleven studies and as investment in two

tudies. Since TD means sacrificed software internal quality, it is al-

ays a risk for the future software development. TD has both benefit

nd cost. When the benefit of TD outweighs its cost, we can strategi-

ally incur TD as making an investment. However, when the benefit

f TD is less than its cost, incurring TD is riskier. The measurement

f the cost and benefit of TD is an important and interesting topic for

urther research.

The TD community has spent a lot of effort to investigate different

ypes of TD, but spent little effort in distinguishing between TD and

on-TD. Only 10 studies explicitly mentioned what should not be in-

luded as TD. Studies S17, S47, S48, and S64 argue that defects should

ot be TD; studies S3, S28, S47, and S48 hold that unimplemented

eatures and functionalities should not be TD; studies S85 considers

hat lack of supporting processes (e.g., business continuity plan) is not

D; S48 argues that unfinished tasks in the development process are

ot TD; study S4 points out that trivial code quality issues (e.g., messy

ode) are not TD; and study S47 considers that low external quality

e.g., usability) is not TD.

Most of the studies concern code TD. This is mainly because dealing

ith source code means there are several available tools supporting

he identification, measurement, and repayment of this type of TD.

nother possible reason is that code TD is concrete and easy to un-

erstand. Finally, practitioners are working on code every day and

hey already have much experience in some TDM activities (e.g., TD

dentification and TD repayment) and approaches (e.g., code analysis

ith tools and code refactoring).

Test TD is the second most studied TD type. The main reason is

robably because many tools can analyze code test coverage and au-

omated unit tests. Significant effort also has been spent in architec-

ural TD, partly because the system-level structure quality issues can

e identified and measured by dependency analysis based on source

ode. Design TD is also investigated in many selected studies. Most

ffort on design TD research has been spent in code smells, one par-

icular sub-type of design TD. The potential reason is that code smells

re well recognized and substantial work has been carried out in both

cademia and industry (Marinescu, 2012; Fowler et al., 1999).

Requirements TD, build TD, infrastructure TD, and versioning TD

eceived little attention from the software engineering community.

ne potential reason is that requirements TD is more abstract, also

oncerns business instead of purely technical issues, and is not so well

efined as other types of TD. Regarding build TD, infrastructure TD,

nd versioning TD, these do not directly influence software product

uality, but impact the productivity of software development; thus,

here may not be much awareness regarding these TD types in their

espective communities.

.2. Technical debt management

.2.1. TDM activities

We distilled eight TDM activities from the extracted data of se-

ected studies. TD repayment, identification, and measurement are

he three activities that gained the most attention from the software

ngineering community. These three TDM activities are the most fun-

amental activities in TDM, as they correspond to three fundamental

uestions on TD: Where is the TD located? How much is the TD? How

o repay the TD?

TD representation/documentation received little attention. One

otential reason is that most studies investigating TDM in depth use

ools to automatically identify TD based on source code, which is more

onvenient to track and monitor TD than documented TD, and con-

equently developers tend not to explicitly document the TD; when

he stakeholders need to browse the TD, they just run the tools once

gain. If TD identification is based on architecture design models, de-

isions, or other non-code artifacts, TD should be represented in an

ppropriate form and documented for further management.
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.2.2. TDM approaches

As shown in Fig. 11, TDM approaches are mentioned, used, or pro-

osed mostly for identification, measurement, and repayment. The

ain reasons are: (1) most of these approaches are either reusing

r based on existing approaches and supporting tools in other ar-

as of software development, hence usually less effort is required to

ropose, use, and validate such approaches than completely new ap-

roaches; (2) TD identification, measurement, and repayment are the

hree fundamental TDM activities (see previous subsection), which

rgently need concrete approaches to be applied in real projects.

Code analysis is the main approach of TD identification, since most

D identification approaches reuse existing code analysis tools to

etect issues such as coding violations, low test coverage, complex

ode, code smells and code duplication, but there are few approaches

roposed to identify TD.

Calculation models are the most used approach to measure TD.

ost calculation models for measuring TD aggregate a set of software

etrics that can be calculated based on source code, which is more

oncrete (close to the running system) for measuring TD than other

oftware artifacts (e.g., UML models). Refactoring is the most used

pproach for TD repayment in selected studies, since most selected

tudies on TD repayment are about code and design TD, most of which

an be repaid by refactoring.

.2.3. TDM tools

As shown in Table 16, except for the four dedicated TDM tools, the

est of the collected tools support no more than two TDM activities.

lthough some tools that are not devoted to TDM can be used to

upport one or two TDM activities, they can only provide limited

upport for TDM in the software development process. This implies

hat more devoted TDM tools need to be developed in order to support

ore TDM activities for daily use.

Most identified TDM tools as shown in Fig. 13, facilitate TD iden-

ification, while other TDM activities gain little support by the tools.

ince other TDM activities such as TD prioritization are frequently

erformed in practice, they also need tool support. Although many

ools have been mentioned, used, or developed for TD identification

n Fig. 13, there are many more tools for identifying issues in code that

ave not been presented in the selected studies, since there are many

uch tools for different programming languages that do not explicitly

im at TDM.

Although there is only one tool in Table 16 that can facilitate

D repayment, many modern Integrated Development Environments

IDEs) provide functionalities supporting code refactoring (TD repay-

ent), such as Microsoft Visual Studio, Eclipse for Java, and plugins

or popular IDEs. There is no tool for TD prevention. The potential

eason is that TD prevention can be supported mainly by software

evelopment process improvement. For instance, continuous inte-

ration adopted in the software development process requires a high

overage of automated unit and integration tests; in this way, test TD

an be significantly prevented.

Most TDM tools collected in the selected studies deal with code

D and design TD, while other types of TD get little support by the

ools. Compared with code TD and design TD, other types of TD (e.g.,

rchitectural TD) are either more abstract or seldom studied. More

ools are needed for managing other types of TD, such as architectural

D. We think that an ideal TDM tool should be able to handle multiple

ypes of TD, so that a comprehensive management on various types of

D can be performed. Finally, an ideal TDM tool should be integrated

nto the daily work environment of developers, architects, and project

anagers.

.3. Implications for researchers

The results of this mapping study point out a number of implica-
ions for researchers.
(1) There should be a boundary between TD and non-TD.

Some researchers tend to put anything that is detrimen-

tal to the software product and development process un-

der the umbrella of TD, which may cause confusion and

ambiguity.

(2) The relationships between TD items should be further investi-

gated. A TD item is not an “island”, it can affect or be affected

by other TD items. Only S34 and S39 explicitly take the mutual

influences between TD items into account.

(3) TDM approaches should be refined significantly, while more

empirical studies are needed to show evidence of usage of

the different TDM approaches. Many TDM approaches are only

mentioned in the related primary studies, but the authors have

not deeply discussed or investigated how to use those ap-

proaches in actual cases. Thus, these kinds of approaches may

not be practical enough to be used in real projects.

(4) TD representation/documentation needs more investigation,

as it is currently under-investigated. Some types of TD (e.g.,

automatic static analysis issues and lack of unit tests) can be

automatically identified through code analysis tools, therefore,

they can be effectively documented at least in some form.

However, some other types of TD (e.g., architectural TD and

infrastructure TD) that usually cannot be automatically iden-

tified, some effort needs to be spent for their documentation

and further management. Identifying such types of TD requires

much effort and time, but if not documented, such TD may be

overlooked.

(5) Since code-related TD (e.g., code TD and design TD) may change

frequently because of fast evolving source code, it is desirable

that code-related TD is automatically documented or marked

along with the code through e.g., automatic code analysis tools,

so that code-related TD can be easily monitored and tracked.

(6) Since TD will evolve when the software system changes over

time, we believe that it is necessary to emphasize the trace-

ability between TD and related artifacts, such as architecture

and detailed design models, source code, and requirements. For

instance, it is useful to document the relationships between ar-

chitectural TD and related components when codifying archi-

tectural TD, for the purpose of estimating the cost of repaying

architectural TD.

(7) Most collected TDM tools take source code as input, but source

code cannot cover all types of TD, such as infrastructure TD. We

think it is fruitful to design and develop tools dealing with arti-

facts other than source code (e.g., architectural design models

and requirements) to manage TD.

(8) There are only seven tools that can be used for other types of

TD except for code and design TD. We encourage researchers

to consider existing tools (e.g., modeling tools) in other areas of

software development and to develop new tools that support

managing various types of TD (e.g., architectural TD).

(9) More research is needed to investigate the capabilities of ex-

isting IDEs in managing TD and to extend IDEs and design tools

(e.g., modeling tools) for managing TD. TDM tools should be

integrated into the work environment of development teams,

making TDM as part of their daily work instead of an additional

task on them.

(10) The results of quality assessment of the selected studies (as

shown in Appendix C) reveal that the average evidence level

of the claims related to TD is only 0.40 (the mean score of

Q1), a relatively low score. This means that we lack empirical

studies with a high evidence level. More high-level empirical

evidence on TDM will make TD stakeholders (e.g., architects,

developers, and managers) more confident in managing TD by

applying various TDM approaches and tools. More importantly,

it can help to raise the awareness of managing TD by reporting

cases of successes or failures of TDM.
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5.4. Implications for practitioners

The results of this mapping study also point out a number of im-

plications for practitioners.

(1) There are only few cases that present the whole TDM process

in industry, so more industrial cases are needed to show how

to deal with different types of TD in practice. These industrial

cases may increase awareness of TD and even inspire different

stakeholders for a more serious consideration of TDM.

(2) More industrial studies are needed to show how to prioritize

a list of TD items to maximize the benefit of a software project

and which factors should be considered during TD prioritiza-

tion in the context of commercial software development.

(3) Many tools can already be used for TD identification based on

source code and adopted with a low barrier in the daily work of

software engineers. Thus, practitioners can already make use

of such tools to detect TD for further management.

(4) Some tools can be used for TD measurement as suggested in

the related primary studies. However, most of the tools do not

calculate the monetary value of the cost to repay the identified

TD. TD is about the future cost of software development, but

the accuracy of the calculation of TD is not very high. We be-

lieve that the metrics used in these tools can only be used as

indicators for some types of TD (e.g., architectural TD). In TD

measurement, the mutual influences between TD items are not

taken into account, thus, this is another threat to the accuracy

of TD calculation. Practitioners should be cautious when mak-

ing development decisions and release planning based on the

TD measurements.

(5) Since code-related TD (e.g., code TD and design TD) tends to

change frequently due to code evolution, TDM tools that man-

age code-related TD should be integrated into IDEs, so that

the TDM tools can facilitate the daily work of stakeholders in

software development. Hence, it is important that practition-

ers use existing or develop dedicated TDM tools which can be

integrated into their work environment.

(6) More exploration is needed on the abilities of existing IDEs

in TDM. Some powerful IDEs, such as Microsoft Visual Studio

(MS VS), are helpful in TDM in terms of TD identification, mea-

surement, repayment, etc. For instance, MS VS can facilitate

the management of architectural TD, design TD, code TD, and

test TD. Practitioners can extend MS VS (e.g., by developing

plugins) to combine all the available functionalities supporting

various TD types and TDM activities to systematically facilitate

an integrated TDM process.

6. Threats to validity

The results of this systematic mapping study may be affected by

the coverage of the study search, bias on study selection, imbalance

of study distribution, inaccuracy of data extraction, and bias on data

synthesis, which are discussed in this section.

6.1. Incompleteness of study search

There may be relevant studies that were not retrieved, which

may affect the completeness of the study search. To mitigate this

threat, first, we searched the most popular electronic databases in

which a large number of journals, conference and workshop pro-

ceedings, and book chapters in the software engineering field are

indexed. The trial search was performed on nine databases and the

final full search was performed on seven databases. Second, we em-

ployed the “snowballing” technique (Wohlin, 2014) to include the

potential studies in the references of the selected studies retrieved

from the database searches. Third, the extension in Google Scholar
lso helped to increase the completeness of the potentially relevant

tudies, since Google Scholar may include relevant studies that are not

ndexed in the selected databases. Although we took actions to im-

rove the completeness of study search, there were still limitations:

ince we used the word “debt” as the search term, it is possible that we

issed relevant studies that investigate the phenomenon of TD but

o not explicitly use the term “debt” (e.g., work related to ‘smells’ or

refactoring’).

.2. Bias on study selection

There may be bias on behalf of the researchers regarding the study

election. A first step toward reducing the bias is to set clear inclu-

ion and exclusion criteria for study selection. However, different

esearchers are prone to have different understandings on these cri-

eria, hence the selection results of different researchers tend to be

aried. To mitigate the bias on study selection results, a pilot selection

as performed to ensure that the researchers reached a consensus on

he understanding of the selection criteria. Also, the study protocol

as discussed among the researchers to ensure a common under-

tanding on study selection. Moreover, in the second and final round

f study selections, two researchers conducted the selection process

n parallel and independently, and then compared and discussed their

election results to mitigate any potential personal bias in study se-

ection. However, since we included only peer-reviewed studies in

his mapping study, it is possible that we missed some important

on-peer-reviewed work on TD (e.g., McConnell’s white paper on TD

McConnell, 2008)).

.3. Imbalance of study distribution over publication venues

As we can see in Appendix B (Distribution of selected studies over

ublication sources), around one third of the selected studies (31 out

f 94) come from the series of the MTD workshops. To some extent,

hese studies may carry the biases of the workshop organizers and

ommittee members. However, we did not deal with such kind of

iases, because there is no effective way to identify exactly what

uch biases are and thus they cannot be mitigated or eliminated.

n addition, workshops by definition allow immature results to be

ublished, which may skew the evidence level of the selected primary

tudies.

.4. Inaccuracy of data extraction

Bias on data extraction may result in inaccuracy of the extracted

ata items, which may affect the classification and analysis results of

he selected studies. This bias was reduced by three measures. First,

he data items to be extracted in this mapping study were discussed

mong the researchers and agreement on the meaning of each data

tem was achieved. For instance, in the study protocol, we explicitly

efined what TD-related notions and TDM activities are, and disagree-

ents were resolved among the researchers. Second, a pilot data ex-

raction was performed among three researchers, and disagreements

n the results of the pilot data extraction were discussed to reach

consensus. This measure further improved the accuracy of the ex-

racted data items. Third, the data extraction results were checked

y two researchers, and again disagreements were discussed and

esolved.

.5. Bias on data synthesis

Not all papers sufficiently and clearly describe the details of infor-

ation that is to be extracted as data items. Therefore, we had to infer

ertain pieces of information of data items during data synthesis. For

nstance, a study may mention that specific QAs are affected when TD

s incurred, without providing the definitions or descriptions of these
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As. Since there is no consensus in the literature on the complete list

f QAs and their definitions, we chose to map the collected QAs to

he QAs defined in ISO/IEC 25010 [2011]. During this mapping, we

eeded to infer the real meanings of the QAs which definitions are

ot specified. To minimize the possibility of the inaccuracy of such in-

erences, we discussed the extracted data items after each researcher

hecked their context in the studies from which they were extracted,

o clarify the potential ambiguities.

. Conclusions

In this mapping study, we searched for relevant studies in seven

ain publication databases and 75 studies got selected. Ten more

tudies were selected through the snowballing technique. Finally,

ine more studies were selected by extension in Google Scholar. In

otal, we got 94 primary studies finally selected for data extraction.

ased on the extracted data, we get a comprehensive understanding

f the concept of TD, as well as an overview of the current state of the

esearch on TDM. The main conclusions we draw are summarized in

he following points:

(1) Both academia and industry paid significant attention to re-

search on TD, according to the distribution of the selected stud-

ies over author types.

(2) Widespread attention was paid to research on TD through-

out the software development lifecycle, considering the wide

range of publication sources in which the selected studies were

published.

(3) The number of the published studies on TD had been increasing

significantly from 2008 to 2013.

(4) Interest, principal, and risk are the most frequently-used notions

to describe and explain the concept of TD.

(5) TD can be classified into 10 types and each TD type can be

further categorized into sub-types according to the causes of

TD. The 10 types of TD are requirements TD, architectural TD,

design TD, code TD, test TD, build TD, documentation TD, in-

frastructure TD, versioning TD, and defect TD. Among the 10

TD types, code TD was the most studied in the selected studies.

(6) Most studies argue that TD negatively affects the maintain-

ability (maintainability as a whole or its sub-QAs) of software

systems, while other QAs and sub-QAs are only mentioned in

a handful of studies each.

(7) The various TDM activities received significantly different

levels of attention, with TD repayment, identification, and mea-

surement receiving the most attention and TD representa-

tion/documentation the least attention.

(8) The numbers of studies on approaches for different TDM ac-

tivities vary significantly. The approaches for TD identification,

measurement, and repayment were mentioned, used, or pro-

posed the most frequently in the selected studies, while ap-

proaches for TD representation/documentation received the

least attention. The most discussed approaches for TD identifi-

cation, measurement, and repayment are code analysis, calcu-

lation models, and refactoring, respectively.

(9) Twenty-nine tools for managing TD were collected from the

selected studies. Among the 29 tools, only four are dedicated

tools to managing TD and the rest are borrowed from other

fields of software development. Each of the four dedicated TDM

tools can support more than two TDM activities, while the rest

of the tools can only support one or two TDM activities. Most

tools support code and design TD management, while few tools

support managing other types of TD (e.g., architectural TD).

Most tools use source code as input.

With the implications discussed in Section 5, we encourage the

esearchers and practitioners in software engineering community

o conduct more empirical studies with high-level evidence on the
hole TDM process and on the application of specific TDM approaches

n industrial settings. In addition, more sophisticated and dedicated

DM tools are needed for managing various types of TD in the whole

DM process.
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